Hubie     EN     Oct. 30th 2006      Frog goes to dinner 
Transcribed by Lisa Brunetti

Well there is a young man who had a number of pets: hm a turtle, a frog, and a dog, and also a boot with an eye, and this young man was going out for hm dinner one night, and his pets seemed rather dismayed that he was going out to dinner, but he reassured them that # he would be back hm soon # and # as he left he realized that his- -he he hadn’t realized but his his frog had jumped into his pocket. And so he said farewell to his dog and his turtle, who were both quite upset. ## So he went to a restaurant called 'Fancy restaurant' and there he sat down and # his family was perusing the menu as the waiter offered some recommendations and all of a sudden the frog, who had been in his pocket the whole time, hm jumped out of his pocket, and landed in the saxophone of a live-band that was playing. And the saxophone player readily realized that the saxophone no longer operated as usual and began to inspect the_ the saxophone. The other members of the band st- also stopped playing and were equally non <?>. And all of a sudden the frog fell out of the saxophone onto the face of the saxophonist, much to the amusement of one of the other men, and dismay of the other. # Hm the_ the saxophonist then collapsed into the drum, and the drum broke, and once again, the saxophonist and one of his band mates were were upset and perplexed while the others were quite amused. Hm and then the frog hm the frog decided that he would continue with his antics and jumped into the salad on a plate that was hm just about to be served by the waiter. It was served to a # a woman who_ began, began eating the salad, and as she was eating it the_ frog- - she spotted the frog, and was then shocked. Hm the frog [giggles] also appeared to be quite shocked, hm lapped out of the salad and the_ woman fell backwards and her fork went flying in the air and the frog lapped up and landed in the wine glass of another man in the restaurant who was sitting in front of the_ the woman, who was eating the salad. So commotion ensued, and the man ## who was holding the glass where the frog flew into hm was extremely shocked hm but the frog happily kissed the man on the nose [LAUGHS]. Hm the_ - - one of the me- one of the men, in fact the man who was with the woman eating the salad, was extremely angry a this point, hm and attempted to go after the frog who was apparently quite satisfied with his doings, and so the man picked up the frog and carried- - started to carry him out of the restaurant hm but then the boy who brought the frog started screaming. # Hm the man was just about to_ to leave the restaurant with the frog, when the boy accompanied by his by his family hm started protesting and # after some discussion the boy got the frog back and the whole family went back with every member a bit perturbed. Hm the boy was ordered to his room by his father where his other pets – his dog and his turtle – were waiting for him, and [giggles] once he closed the door he hm he recounted all the stories happily with his frog. 

